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Abstract: ` 33  "   
newly discovered Tomb 26 in pyramid cemetery
SAC5 on Sai Island (Upper Nubia). In 2017, undisturbed burials of the mid – late 18th Dynasty were
exposed and yielded high-quality burial items of
!3  !#  '  " <  ! 8<
faience and stone vessels, heart scarabs, a stone
shabti, steatite scarabs and a number of intact
   #_` 3    " 
reconstructing both daily life and death on New
Kingdom Sai, an Egyptian temple town and
administrative centre, is highlighted.
Keywords: Sai Island, New Kingdom, pyramid
tomb, pyramidion, Nubia, shabti

tantly, not only is the town of Sai exceptionally
well preserved, but several cemeteries of the New
Kingdom are also located close by. Combining
data from settlement and funerary archaeology
has much potential, not only for reconstructing
daily life, health and diet, but especially for understanding the ancient population – one of the main
goals of the AcrossBorders project for Sai. In addi     ''!  ) ' '   
the settlement, the mortuary evidence helps investigate social aspects of past occupants, including
the coexistence of Egyptians and Nubians on the
island and the evolution of power hierarchies.5

Introduction

SAC5, the major pyramid cemetery on Sai
Island

Located just south of the natural barrier represented by the Batn el-Haggar in Northern Sudan, thus
in a favourable position, Sai Island has been continuously settled from Prehistory to modern times.
Nubian cultures of different periods and the Egyptians of the New Kingdom have left plenty of evidence on Sai (Fig. 1).1 The island is one of the key
sites to understand the settlement policy of New
Kingdom Egypt in Upper Nubia, being a “bridge
head” into the realm of Kerma.2 Because of this
)'  5 $' '          pean Research Council project AcrossBorders
since 2013.3
A well preserved Egyptian settlement like the
temple town on Sai offers data of various quality
and character to recreate a snapshot of everyday
life in New Kingdom Upper Nubia.4 Most impor-

The pyramid cemetery SAC5 (Fig. 2), located
approximately 800 m south of the Pharaonic town,
was discovered in the 1972–73 season by the
   ' "     )'
Egyptian cemetery on the island.6 Its size and
qualitative data underline the importance of Sai as
administrative centre of the 18th Dynasty in Upper
Nubia.7
Similar to other Egyptian sites in Nubia,
Pharaonic style tombs had been built at SAC5.
This cemetery was in use for a long period of
time, covering almost the entire New Kingdom
and into the Pre-Napatan and Napatan periods.8 Its
rock-cut tombs with mud brick chapels and mostly
"!'' " )   "'' '
Aniba, Soleb and Amara West but also in Egypt,
e. g. in the Theban necropolis.9 The results from
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Fig. 1 Map of Sai Island with location of New Kingdom town and cemetery SAC5. © AcrossBorders 2017.
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Fig. 2 Southern part of SAC5, overview of superstructures with location of Tomb 26 and excavation areas by AcrossBorders.
© AcrossBorders 2017, based on MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012, vol. 2, pl. 8.
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the French mission in SAC5, comprising data from
24 tombs, were recently published as a substantial
two volume monograph.10
The mortuary evidence from SAC5 supports
  )     8(    ( '
on an assessment of the material culture) that there
was a multifaceted community on Sai Island,
including both Egyptians and Nubians.11 This corresponds to recent studies of the biological identities of people buried at other Nubian sites; for
example, research at Tombos and Amara West has
shown a complex social diversity during the New
Kingdom.12
As one of the main goals of the AcrossBorders
project is to improve our understanding of the
" "'     '5 )( ;  $ < ('
planned for three seasons, starting in 2015. Taking
into account earlier work and publications,13 new
material from AcrossBorders excavations offers
fresh data. Besides information about the past
occupants, the questions of dating the phasing of
the cemetery were of key importance. For the evolution of the New Kingdom town, distinctive phases were recently proposed by the author14 – does
the mortuary evidence support this model or does
it show inconsistencies? Furthermore, does it correspond to the assessment of SAC5 as previously
proposed by Ann Minault-Gout and Florence
Thill?
According to the material published by the
French excavations, SAC5 cannot be associated
with the foundation of the Egyptian settlement on
Sai in the very early 18th Dynasty (reign of
Ahmose or Amenhotep I).15 The cemetery was not
  "       ' ¥   
the late 18th 6!'!5 ¥   ' !'!
of the 18th Dynasty on Sai Island.16 SAC5 is con10
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temporaneous to the extensive building activities
in the town, traceable in all town areas with a
stone temple, an enclosure wall, magazines and
cellars as well as the governor’s residence.17 The
necropolis is “de type complètement égyptien”,18
with a preferred extended position for burials, the
only attested hypogea at Sai, pyramid superstructures resembling the New Kingdom Theban model
and typical Egyptian installations for funerary
offering cult.19 The assumption that Egyptian
administrative staff and their families20 have been
   ! ;! '    ¥
in high quality objects like heart scarabs and stone
shabtis.21 By contrast, whether the “mixed” cemetery SAC4, located to the north of the Egyptian
town, was used by Kerma people in contact with
the Egyptians living on the island, still needs to be
)422 It is also not yet proven that SAC1, a
graveyard with about 20 chamber tombs, predates
SAC5 and was used by occupants prior to the
¥        423
Fresh Fieldwork in SAC5 2015–2017
In 2015, AcrossBorders resumed work in the large
New Kingdom cemetery SAC5 (Fig. 2). Anomalies
visible on the geophysical survey map24 suggested
that more tomb monuments were present in the
necropolis than had been excavated. Based on the
state of preservation at the surface, it was obvious
that any possible superstructure is less well preserved than the previously studied monuments.
Two areas were opened by AcrossBorders in 2015,
'  '!   )!      
with still unexplored tombs.
Area 1 indeed did not yield any tombs,
although little New Kingdom surface material was
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Fig. 3 Ground plan of the substructure of Tomb 26. © AcrossBorders 2017.
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present. Thus, a sector void of burial monuments
  (  )       "'  $ <
(Fig. 2). Area 2, located to the north of Area 1 and
immediately adjacent to various 18th Dynasty
  4 5 "    )   
search of new tombs. 13 tombs were excavated
here by the French mission, including those with
the richest burial equipment like Tomb 8. A very
similar new structure was discovered by AcrossBorders in 2015 with Tomb 26. However, it is
important to stress that a complete surface cleaning conducted in 2016 over a large area towards
the south and east of this new Tomb 26 proved that
this part of the cemetery is otherwise void of
tombs. The surface material collected in Area 2
covers all periods attested for the use of SAC5 as a
burial site mid- to late 18th Dynasty, Ramesside,
Pre-Napatan and Napatan.25 It has to be noted that
early 18th Dynasty material is missing.

Fig. 4 Reconstruction of the lost superstructure of Tomb 26.
Ingrid Adenstedt 2015, ©AcrossBorders.

Fig. 5 Section of lower part of Tomb 26. ©AcrossBorders.

Area 3 of AcrossBorders excavation in SAC5
was opened in 2016 to the west of Tomb 8 (Fig. 2).
No mud brick features were found and almost no
pottery sherds, but the natural ground featured a
number of irregular pits of unclear function. These
vary in dimensions and depths and might be connected to the Pharaonic building activity at SAC5.
Interestingly, in the courtyard of Tomb 11 (further
to the west, Fig. 2) very similar pits were observed
directly within the mudbrick architecture of the
structure.
25

See BUDKA 2015a, 47; cf. also THILL 2007, 353–369.

  '5     )( ; 
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' !   '5   '   ' )!
certain areas along the edge of the southern hill of
the necropolis that remained empty of tombs
throughout the time, including Post-Pharaonic
eras. Most importantly, the discovery of the
(  5   5 ) '   lar structures in one particular part of the cemetery.
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Tomb 26
A new shaft tomb new shaft tomb, christened
Tomb 26, with very scarce remains of a superstructure was located in 2015 within a depression
dug into the bedrock between Tombs 8 and 7
(Fig. 4).26 Excavation work in this remarkable tomb
continued in 2016 and was completed in 2017. The
  (  ' ) '5   '; 
account the detailed report on physical anthropology and without the results from current analyses to
trace isotopes, ancient DNA and C14 dates.27 A
detailed study of some objects discovered in 2017,
including faience vessels and funerary equipment,
still needs to be undertaken in Khartoum, the cur  ' "'    )     428
Although scarce remains of mud bricks were
found around the shaft opening (especially to the
west), the superstructure of Tomb 26 is lost. Its
reconstruction with a chapel and a pyramid (Fig. 4)
is based on comparisons with contemporaneous
tombs in Aniba and Soleb, but remains tentative.
The subterranean parts of Tomb 26 were completely
excavated and comprise a shaft, a central burial
chamber and two side chambers (Figs. 3 and 5).29
All of these rooms seem to belong to one planning
phase and thus, although the possibility of restoration phases will be discussed below, a division in
secondary and primary chambers is not possible.
Shaft – Feature 1
The rectangular shaft of Tomb 26 is aligned
north–south and measures c. 2.6 × 1.8 m, with a
depth of more than 5.2 m. A set of eight foot-holes
was noted on each of the lateral walls towards the
south (eastern and western shaft facing).30
Removing upper levels of windblown sand and
' '  ' ¥  5 ' '! ( '
number of stone fragments was reached at a depth
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Accomplished in October 2017.
Within AcrossBorders’ nomenclature, each individual part
of the subterranean structure is called “Feature” and
 '   4   ) ' " 
within Tomb 26 were excavated according to stratigraphical units (SU; see FERA and BUDKA 2016) – the corresponding Harris Matrix is not yet completed and will be pub     (   )' 4
BUDKA 2015a, 47. Such foot-holes are regularly found in
SAC5, see MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012, vol. 2, passim
within the plans/sections of individual tombs.

Fig. 6 In situ situation of pyramidion of Hornakht in shaft
(Feature 1), orthophoto. ©AcrossBorders 2017.

of 2.5 m, together with many fragments of pottery
vessels and a large quantity of human bones. Obvi!     '  ) '     '5
a large schist slab (1.3 × 0.76 × 0.1 m) was set
against the northwestern corner.31 It probably fell
into the shaft during the last phase of plundering
before Feature 1 was left open for some time. The
ceramics from the debris layer suggest as a date for
this incident sometime after the Napatan period.
  ) ''     '  '   
base was highly interesting: a number of complete
vessels were found and several worked stones
(architectural pieces). Three almost complete, dec' %' '! " ¥';32 were assembled
31
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BUDKA 2015a, 47, pl. 7.
  '  ' %' ¹ ''4 %' '! " ¥';
are common in SAC5, see MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012,
vol. 1, 354. Close parallels for the ones from Tomb 26 are
T5 18 from the nearby Tomb 5, as well as T7 30 and T7 33
from the also nearby Tomb 7, see MINAULT-GOUT and THILL
5  4 5 Á5 "4 ª4 %' '! " ¥'; ' " "ular until Pre-Napatan times, see VINCENTELLI 2006, passim. For a Ramesside example similar to the ones from
Tomb 26 VINCENTELLI 5 ¹ª5 )4 4¨5  4 º4  
parallel was also found in Tomb 15 at Soleb SCHIFF-GIORGINI ¨ª5 ¨¹Ñ¨5 )4 Á¹5  "Á4
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(Fig. 7), associated with other pottery vessels,
especially storage vessels and amphorae33 (Fig. 8).
Since these remains were clustered along the eastern wall of the shaft and in the southeastern corner, the most likely explanation is that remains of
a Ramesside burial were removed from the central
chamber (Feature 2) and left in the shaft during
one of the phases of reuse (or possibly plunder?).
    " '       ' )ing are three sandstone fragments (Fig. 6) giving
the name and title of the Deputy of Kush ( jd nw n
KAS) Hornakht, who is attested from the reign of
Ramesses II.34 SAC5 083 is a fragment of a sandstone lintel, while SAC5 122 describes three pieces of a door jamb. SAC5 215 is a pyramidion
inscribed with Hornakht’s name and title, thus
clear proof that he was buried somewhere in
SAC5.35 Not only the inscribed stones but also the

ceramics from the base of the shaft indicate (one
or several) Ramesside burials in Tomb 26. This is
also supported by a steatite scarab (SAC5 121),
     )  '    '     '5
with the motif of a seated Ma’at, a recumbent
sphinx with a double-crown and a winged cobra.36
Altogether, the material from the shaft comprises objects and ceramics from the mid- to late
18th Dynasty (ceramics), the early and late Ramesside period, the Pre-Napatan era and the Napatan
era.37 Illustrating the high quality of the inventory
is a remarkable but fragmentary preserved vessel
in the shape of a baboon (SAC5 214). This monkey
 ) '   "'' ' $ 5 " '! 'able to the late 18th Dynasty.38 SAC5 214 is only
partly preserved and can be reconstructed from
fragments found in the shaft as well as in the central burial chamber, Feature 2. Thus, New King-
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Fig. 8 Amphorae from bottom of shaft of Tomb 26.
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Fig. 9 Burial in southwestern corner of Chamber 2 (Individual 10), orthophoto. ©AcossBorders 2016.

dom burials of both the late 18th Dynasty and the
Ramesside era were disturbed in antiquity and
their contexts distributed throughout Tomb 26.

A substantial rock cut room, presumably the central burial chamber of Tomb 26, is connected with
the shaft by the entrance (Feature 3) and opens to
the north. It is almost square in outline, measuring
3.96 × 3.89 m, with a height of c. 1.20 m. In 2015,
   ' ('   "'! ) ( '
 ¥  5 (  ' ¹    

throughout the chamber. Heaps of looser debris
and sand was documented in all four corners and
especially along the north wall. In all corners,
especially the northwestern one, large fragments
were found of the collapsed white plaster from the
side walls were found.
Feature 2 was completely excavated in 2016,
with a minimum of ten individuals documented
   5 ¥       
span of use from the mid-18th Dynasty to the Napa' '4 $    ( ''      ' )
– especially ceramics, but also stone vessels – testify that Feature 2 was subject to multiple plundering episodes and the interments were disturbed,
the burial equipment partly smashed and distributed throughout the tomb. In order to document the
individual levels and phases of use as best as possible, AcrossBorders’ single-surface-documentation
with a Structure from Motion application was
slightly adapted, resulting in detailed orthophotos
and 3D models of each surface representing
aspects of the use-life of Tomb 26.40
The best preserved burial was found in the
southwestern corner, labelled as Individual 10
(Fig. 9). A complete Cypriote Base Ring II jug

39

40

Entrance to chamber – Feature 3
)' '"     '       '
the lateral sides of the base are partly lined with
worked stones. Both the eastern and western sides
contain a large stone block each, which was plastered and perfectly aligned with the rock-cut shaft.
The same holds true for the opening into Feature 2
(the chamber situated to the north), where a step, a
threshold and the door jambs of the entrance (Feature 3) are all set stones that were originally nicely
plastered in white.39
Central burial chamber – Feature 2

At Soleb, the doorways at the bottoms of the shafts are
also usually set up with worked stones (sometimes including lintels with cornices), see SCHIFF GIORGINI 1971, passim.

See in more detail FERA and BUDKA 5 ÑÁ§ BUDKA
2016.
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Fig. 11 Scarab SAC5 313, from upper leg of Individual 10 in
south-western corner of Chamber 2. ©AcossBorders 2016.

Fig. 10 Pottery associated with Individual 10 in Chamber 2,
southwestern corner.

(305/2017) with a strap handle and painted white
linear decoration on a burnished, black slipped
surface was found next to the skull (Fig. 10), suggesting a date of the burial in the mid- or rather
the late 18th Dynasty.41 A scarab made in a very
soft stone (possibly steatite?), found still in place
along the left upper leg (where the left hand was
positioned), supports this dating. SAC5 313
(Fig. 11) shows the cartouche with the prenomen of
41
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juglet from Ezbet Helmi see FUSCALDO Á5 º5 )4 Á4
For the appearance of Base Ring II ware in Egypt as being
datable to largely the reigns of Amenhotep III and
Akhenaten see ERIKSSON 2001, 65.

Thutmose III, Menkheperre. Such scarabs are well
'  !"'    8'5 )  
parallels both in SAC5 and, for example, in Soleb.42
A date from the reign of Thutmose III is not
always applicable – such scarabs cover a very long
time span, with the reign of the king merely as
“terminus ante quem non”.43 Two red washed, tallnecked bottles (Fig. 10), set against the southwestern corner of Feature 2, are probably also associat ( '  '    )'  
its chronology. Based on the bottles, a dating into
the second half of the 18th Dynasty, most likely the
reigns of Amenhotep III or Akhenaten, can be proposed according to parallels from Amarna.44 Interestingly, both vessels show intentional perforation
in the lower parts of the body. Together with the
red colour of their surface, one might think of the
Egyptian ritual “Breaking of the Red Pots”. However, evidence for breaking and “killing” vessels
both in Egypt and Sudan, is diverse45 and a proper
contextualisation of these two vessels in Feature 2
of Tomb 26 is not possible at present.
6)! '  '  '   "   ual 10 is another complete vessel from Feature 2,
401/2016 (Fig. 12). This large, almost intact
amphora was found along the north wall, solidly
;  ' '!   ¥  "  '
partially lower than remains of individuals in this
42
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Soleb SCHIFF GIORGINI 1971, pl. 12.
See BUDKA 2014a. For post-18th Dynasty examples see
BINDER 2011 and LOHWASSER 2013.
ROSE 2007, 90, type SG3, 230.
See BUDKA 2014b with references.
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Fig. 12 Amphora along the north wall of Chamber 2,
above Feature 4.

area, which are therefore likely to be younger (or
not in place/re-deposited). The amphora is situated
'  ( ' (' '  )   ' ¹5 '
trench along the north wall. The vessel 401/2016
)   "''    !" ' 8' ' 
   )'     ' '   
interments in Tomb 26. In Egypt, this type of
amphora is attested from contexts dated to the
reigns of Seti II through Ramesses III46 – thus, a
general date in the 20th Dynasty, the Late Ramesside period, can be proposed for the vessel from
Feature 2.
The trench along the northern wall of Feature 2
is one of the most remarkable aspects of the chamber (see Fig. 5, section view) illustrating that,
despite the fact that the chamber was used as buri46

ASTON ¹5 ¨5 )4 º4 8 5 (5  '    ' %'
D vessel; the one from Tomb 26 is a Nile B2 variant with a
white slip (maybe a local production?). A comparable Nile

Fig. 13 Zir vessel from Feature 4.

al compartment, Feature 2 is unlikely to represent
the original/main burial chamber. Rather, this central chamber was probably primarily used as a
kind of circulation space, with a secondary function to also hold burials, presumably from slightly
later periods than the interment of the original
owner.
silt amphora was found in Tomb 15 at Soleb SCHIFF-GIORGI¨ª5 ¨¹5 )4 Á¹¹5  "4
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The quality of the rock in which Feature 2 was
cut resembles that of the shaft. In some parts, the
sandstone was of good quality and allowed a proper alignment of the side walls; in others this was
  )4         ' (
originally plastered, with the southern and western
walls created by worked stones lined up against
the irregular rock. These stone blocks were perfectly concealed as rock-cut lateral sides – only in
areas with collapsed blocks like west of the
entrance and in the northwestern corner was this
interesting feature noticeable in the present state.
Northern trench – Feature 4
A trench of 1.90 × 0.70 × 1.40 m is located along
the northern wall, almost exactly on the central
' 4 Á4    ¥    ' 5  
uppermost levels excavated in 2016, a large complete Late Ramesside amphora was found (Fig. 12)
as well as the lower parts of several individuals
(leg bones and feet), obviously remains of burials
re-distributed due to water impact and/or plundering. The eastern part of the trench revealed a
slightly different nature of material – everything
('   ¥  5    '  '
former robbers’ pit was traceable. At the base of
this pit, a complete vessel was found standing vertically on its base within the trench. Behind it,
where the northern rock-cut wall of the trench was
expected, appeared an opening into another cham  "! ) ( 8  4   
itself, a zir (Fig. 13) in a coarse Nile clay variant,
is clearly datable to the mid- to late 18th Dynasty47
and suggests a similar date for the lower burials
(   ¹5 ' ! ¥   '  
Late New Kingdom amphora on the top.
In 2017, a systematic, stratigraphic excavation
('    ' ¹5  "! ) (
8    ¥  4 ]'  '
' (   '   )
and only the burials in the lowest levels were
found (almost) undisturbed, whereas the upper
levels showed traces of plundering with bodies
ripped apart. Except for a small number of pottery
vessels, no remains of burial equipment were
found. Among the ceramics, a burnished Marl D
jug with a long neck was found in the upper levels
and is quite remarkable (310/2016). It can well be
47

48

For earlier variants of this type of zir, well attested in the
New Kingdom town of Sai, see BUDKA 5 Ñª4
See ROSE 2007, 269, ME 2.1.
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dated to the late 18th 6!'!5 ) "'' 
Amarna and Thebes.48 Furthermore, although
310/2016 was primarily found in Trench 4, additional small adjoining fragments derive from Feature 2 above Trench 4, attesting to a phase of plundering prior to the late New Kingdom.
Despite the fragmentary condition of the burials in Trench 4, faint traces of pigments in red,
! (5  ' (  "     ) 
in Tomb 26 evidence that the individuals were
 "'  "' (   )5 " '!
equipped with funerary masks.49
In summary, the uppermost levels of Trench 4
yielded material from the late 18th Dynasty (see
310/2016), while the lowest levels appear to be
mid-18th Dynasty in date according to the pottery
¥ ( "   ' !" '  ' 5 
below). Ramesside material is missing from Feature 4, thus verifying that the sealing of this part
    ( ¥    ' ''!
happened in the late New Kingdom, after some
robbery of the trench took place.
Original burial chamber – Feature 6
At the bottom of the trench along the north wall
(Feature 4), a small room (2.13 × 1.35 m) opens
towards the north (Fig. 5) and was probably the
original burial chamber. It was found sealed and
 "! ) ( ¥  "  ' (' ously undisturbed since ancient times; as stressed
above, nothing later than late 18th Dynasty was
found in Trench 4, which concealed the chamber
below. Feature 6 is less than 1 m in height
( ¨&¨ 5   (  )  !
'     ¥   ' ( '
rich burial equipment of Egyptian style (Fig. 14)
scarabs, faience vessels, pottery vessels and one
stone shabti (Fig. 15).
  ) '""' "''      ('
and yielded only faint traces of pigments, decayed
wood and, of course, the skeleton in extended
position. In the head area, traces of the painted
wig with blue and yellow stripes were document4 '   " !  & ' ¥ ( " 
– were positioned both at the feet (two vessels) and
the head (one vessel, see Fig. 16). Next to the head
(to the south) other objects were found: four small
faience vessels with two inscribed with name and
49

  (   ) ' '! ';   $ < 
MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012, vol. 1, 166, vol. 2, pl. 88
(masks).
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Fig 14 Burials within Chamber 6, orthophoto. ©AcossBorders 2017.

Fig. 15 Shabti of Khnummose from Chamber 6, SAC5 350. ©AcossBorders 2017.
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Fig. 17 Pottery from Chamber 6 dish and miniature vessels
associated with female adult.

4  + !   < '  ¥ ("  ' ' (
burial of Khnummose.

title of the deceased, as well as a large inscribed
stone shabti (SAC5 350, Fig. 15). In the area of the
breast, also to the south of the skeleton and pre'!     )5 '  '! '
scarab (SAC5 349) was found. A steatite scarab
( ¥ '  '  $ < Á5   in situ on
   '5  "   ) ' '
with this burial. Traces of the funerary mask,
especially inlayed eyes and gold foil, have also
survived.
The second interment in Feature 6 was placed
directly below the entrance. A ceramic dish hold50

See MÜLLER 2013, 185.

ing four miniature pottery jugs (Fig. 17) and two
'  (' "'      )5   
     '4 ¥ ( "  ' '  '
beaker complement the assemblage (see orthophoto for in situ situation, Fig. 14). This burial is less
well preserved than the one along the north wall,
presumably due to its more exposed position
below the entrance. Traces of painted wood, pigments, plaster, and remains of the funerary mask
(eye inlays) were documented.
      ) ' '
remains, the double burial in Feature 6 can be
) '   %'    # ;  mose (the main burial along the north wall) and an
anonymous female, presumably his wife (the second burial in the entrance area). The titles held by
Khnummose, as preserved both on the shabti and
the faience vessels, are n bj (Gold Worker) and Hrj
n bjw (Master of Gold Workers).50 Especially the
stone shabti (SAC5 350) but also the heart scarab
(SAC5 349) are real masterpieces of high quality
craftsmanship. Interestingly, on the shabti the
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Fig 18 Earliest burials within Chamber 5, orthophoto. ©AcossBorders 2017.
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name of Khnummose was inscribed by a different
hand than the remaining text, which comprises
Chapter VI of the Book of the Dead.51 Obviously,
this piece was not made for Khnummose, but was
' ''!  ' ('   ) 
with the name of the person whom it would
accompany for eternity. The method of purchasing
Egyptian style funerary objects of highest quality
without personal name, thus off the shelf rather
than on demand, raises a number of questions for
the funerary customs of New Kingdom Nubia.52 It
also stresses potential dating issues, in that objects
like shabtis and heart scarabs might have a very
long use-life, being produced in Egypt, kept in
stock for an uncertain time period, then shipped to
8' ' )'!    ' )' ' 
Egyptian style burial.53 All in all, the case of
Khnummose underlines the importance of considering pottery vessels as prime evidence for dating
burials in New Kingdom contexts. Even if vessels
can also have a long span of use, they are unlikely
to predate the burial itself, whereas “old” pieces
within the funerary equipment are obviously possible. The ceramics from Feature 6 speak to a mid18th Dynasty date – the late reign of Thutmose III
at the earliest, but more likely the reigns of Amen" ¼   ` ' )!  '  '
Amenhotep III.54 Especially relevant here are the
 ' ¥ ( " 4    ' "  (
with perforated bases are very common 18th
Dynasty types known from Egypt and Nubia with
debated function.55  $'5 ¥ ( "  '  )   ºth Dynasty contexts at both the
Egyptian town and SAC5.56  '5 ¥ ( " 
are not attested prior to the reign of Hatshepsut,
when they became very common, and by the reign
of Amenhotep III the type was no longer popular.57   ¥ ( "  ' "'  -

mose’s burial (Fig. 16), with a further example
placed next to the female adult below the entrance
of the chamber. They all fall into the category
“FP2” in the typology by Holthoer, a variant with
a modelled rim.58
The miniature jugs accompanying the female
'  '  )   "''  $ 5 
particular from Tomb 15, dated by Schiff-Giorgini
to the reign of Amenhotep III.59 This also holds
true for the faience vessels of Khnummose –
Tomb 11 at Soleb was equipped with comparative
objects, suggesting a similar dating (see below).60

See MINAULT-GOUT 2012   '     "  )
stone shabtis, closely comparable to SAC5 350.
See MINAULT-GOUT 2012 for thoughts based on a homogenous group of stone shabtis found in different Nubian sites,
but originating from one workshop.
The only known Khnummose attested from Nubia with
the title h rj n bj can be dated to the reign of Ramesses II
(MÜLLER 2013, 185 with references) and is therefore not
identical with our person from Feature 6 of Tomb 26.
Such a dating corresponds also to the most likely date of
Khnummose’s shabti it falls into the group of stone shabtis
published by MINAULT-GOUT 2012 and dated by her to the
reigns of Amenhotep II to Thutmose IV.
For examples from Soleb SCHIFF-GIORGINI 1971, pl. XI,
types 14 and 15. For Aniba STEINDORFF 1937, pls. 77:25 and

88:b 4. For more examples and the proposed functions see
WILLIAMS ¨¨5 Á¹ÑÁ ( 4
For SAC5 see MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012, vol. 2, pl.
Á4   ¥ ( "     ''     8(
Kingdom town at SAV1 East and SAV1 West are still
unpublished.
WILLIAMS ¨¨5 Á¹ÑÁ4
HOLTHOER 1977, pl. 18. For parallels from SAC5 see
MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012, vol. 2, pl. 132.
SCHIFF-GIORGINI ¨ª5 ¨¹5 )4 Á¹¹5   "¨ ' "¹ '
¨5 )4 Á¹º5  "4
SCHIFF-GIORGINI ¨ª5 5 )4 º ' ª4
MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 5  4 5 ¹ºÑ5  4 5 "4
27a–b.

51

52

53

54

55

Western burial chamber – Feature 5
In 2017, a new discovery was made in the northwestern corner of Feature 2 when the entrance to a
hidden chamber, concealed by a plastered stone
wall, was revealed. Such a wall separating rockcut chambers from each other is not unique, but is
rare in SAC5 – in the neighbouring Tomb 7, a similar ground plan and a comparable wall was
found.61

Fig. 19 Gold ring SAC5 388 from Chamber 5, in situ.
Photo J. Budka.

56

57
58

59

60
61
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This new western chamber, labelled Feature 5
(Fig. 18), yielded eleven adult and three infant burials. The burial equipment comprises a remarkable
gold ring (Fig. 19), several scarabs, amulets (inclu-

ding an extraordinary neckless with crocodile
pendants in various materials) and pottery vessels,
as well as some traces of the funerary masks and
 )  "''  ' 4

Fig. 20 Pottery from Chamber 5, cluster in southeastern corner.
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As in all other parts of Tomb 26, we tried to
excavate here according to individual levels and
surfaces. The oldest burials, located on the cham ¥  ' ' !        ' (
' ¥  5 (         "'
(Fig. 18). Two extended burials of probable male
adults yielded several objects, including clay canopic jars, scarabs and pottery vessels. Another
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female individual, with pottery datable to a similar
period, was found closer to the entrance, in the
northern section of Feature 5.
Of particular interest is a cluster of pottery vessels positioned in the southeastern corner of Feature 5, at the feet of the individual lying along the
  ('4     "  ¥ ( " 
– piled with the mouth to the ground – one large
Fig. 21 Thutmoside Marl
clay jug, monochrome
painted, from Chamber 5.

Fig. 22 Various 18th Dynasty vessels from Chamber 5.
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dish with a red rim and a small lid (Fig. 20). A
completely preserved stone vessel (SAC5 398)62
complements this assemblage, which can be dated
to the mid-18th Dynasty. A comparable assemblage
 ¥ ( "   '      
Tomb 7, which also shows the architectural parallel of a wall separating the subterranean rooms. In
the main burial chamber of this tomb, a cluster of
vessels was found in the southeastern corner,
 ) ¥ ( " 463
In Feature 5, a Marl clay monochrome painted
jug (Fig. 21) was found at the head of the second
individual from the south and further suggests a
mid-18th Dynasty date for this burial.64 Various
other vessels support this dating and include a
small lid with a spiral decoration in black on red
wash, a carinated white slipped bowl with black
linear decoration, another dish with a red rim and
a small pot stand (Fig. 22).
According to the pottery, the early burials from
Feature 5 seem to be almost contemporary with
Khnummose and his wife, suggesting that they
probably represent further family members who
were buried in the mid-18th Dynasty respectively
during the second half of this Dynasty. This
assumption will be further tested by tracing both
ancient DNA from the skeletons and trying to correlate C14 dates with our archaeological dating. It is
of special interest to get more information about the

burials in the northern part of Feature 5 (female
adults and two infants), as they appear to be slightly
later in date, being located closer to the entrance.65
Summary of the use-life of Tomb 26
   ª ) ' 5  ' ' "
question whether Tomb 26 represented the original
tomb of the Deputy of Kush Hornakht, whose pyramidion, jambs and lintel were found in the shaft.
With the discovery of Chambers 5 and 6, this can
 (  ") '     (' '!
built in the mid-18th Dynasty (Amenhotep II to
Thutmose IV) for the Master of Gold Workers
Khnummose. Until the late 18th Dynasty the family of Khnummose seems to have used the tomb as
burial place, with interments taking place in Feature 5 and also probably in Feature 2 (Individual
10). By the Ramesside period at the latest, the
original chamber (Feature 6) was completely
' ! ¥  4 $  '!  '
happened in the 19th and 20th Dynasties, most
probably re-using Feature 2 as burial chamber. It is
also likely that the entrance to Feature 5 was concealed and that this lateral room was forgotten –
part of its roof must have collapsed soon after the
18th Dynasty. Consequently, interments of the PreNapatan and Napatan era used primarily the central room, Feature 2, which remained open and
functioning well into the 7th century BCE.

Table 1 Main phases of burials in Tomb 26; the use by Hornakht remains tentative.
Areas within Tomb 26

Date

Original construction of tomb and
primary use

Use/activities

Khnummose

Shaft, Feature 2, Feature 4 and
Feature 6

Mid 18th Dyn. (Amenhotep II/Thutmose IV)

Associated burial

Female adult/wife of Khnummose?

Camber 6

Thutmose IV/Am. III

Continued use as family tomb;
new Chamber 5

3 individuals, 1 infant; maybe
additional persons

Chamber 5

Thutmose IV/Am. III

New burials/family members?

Individual 10; NN?

Chamber 2; possibly also
Chamber 5; Feature 4

Amenhotep III/
Akhenaten

Continued use as (family?) tomb

Several individuals

Feature 4

Late 18th Dynasty to
Ramesside

Restoration/new superstructure

Hornakht

Superstructure, burial in
Chamber 2?

Ramesses II

New burials

Several individuals

Chamber 2

Late 19th-20th Dynasty

New burials; dismantling of superstructure (chapel and pyramid)

Several individuals

Chamber 2 (and Feature 1?)

Pre-Napatan

New burials

Several individuals

Chamber 2 (and Feature 1?)

Napatan

62

63

Associated individuals

ASTON 1994, 151, type 173 (very common during reign of
Thutmose III).
MINAULT-GOUT and THILL 2012, vol. I, 49.

64
65

WILLIAMS ¨¨5 ¹5 º5 )4 º 4
In upper levels of this entrance area, Pre-Napatan and
Napatan pottery fragments were found.
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  '5 ';  '    ( )
from 2017, there are two scenarios regarding the
burial of Hornakht, both of which are possible.
 <   '  ';  ('     )cial of the Egyptian administration in Upper
Nubia during the reign of Ramesses II, one
might argue that he should have been buried in
'   (  (' ")'!    4
Since we now know that Khnummose is the
earliest owner of Tomb 26, the structure cannot
be interpreted as a new tomb erected for the
Deputy of Kush in the 19th Dynasty. Thus, Hornakht was probably buried in a tomb close-by
that has until now escaped its rediscovery. The
pyramidion and fragments of the offering chapel of this still unknown tomb then ended up in
the shaft of Tomb 26, probably somewhere
around the end of the New Kingdom.
2) Considering that most tombs in SAC5 testify a
phase of re-use in Ramesside and Late New
Kingdom times, this modus of interment –
usurpation of older structures – seems to represent the Ramesside standard on Sai.66 As yet,
no structure was found that was built as new
tomb after the 18th Dynasty. Thus, it is likely
that Hornakht, as Deputy of Kush, also chose
his burial place according to local contemporaneous traditions. Tomb 26 would have been reoccupied, its superstructure re-designed with a
pyramid (including the inscribed capstone) and
a new chapel with inscribed doorways.67 At the
end of the New Kingdom, this superstructure
was dismantled, the tomb was re-used and the
stone architectural pieces ended up in the shaft.
  (   "  (    ) " tery and scarabs) from Tomb 26 dating to the
19th Dynasty, the time of Hornakht. Furthermore, one has to consider that his burial represents a particular case: by the reign of Ramesses II, deputies of Kush were usually residing at
Amara West, suggesting that the highest
8' )' ( '     (
administrative center. For whatever reason,
perhaps because of family ties, Hornakht chose
to have his tomb at Sai.68 In doing so, he followed the local tradition of re-using an older
tomb, but equipping it with a new superstructure illustrating his rank as Deputy of Kush.

In summary, although no material from the
'! "   ';  (' )'
as such from Tomb 26, I would propose that the
second scenario – the re-occupation of Khnummose’s monument by Hornakht – is more likely,
';  '    ") '  
the 19th Dynasty on Sai.
All in all, Tomb 26 is remarkable in several
aspects its architecture, rich inventory and complex
use-life. Regardless of which scenario for the burial
of Hornakht will be the more likely in the end, after
"  ' )5 ' ' ' '5
   ' !   )   "!' 
from Sai, illustrating that pyramids were being built
on the island in the 19th Dynasty.
The ceramics and prosopographical data from
Tomb 26 are especially important for AcrossBorders’ envisaged comparison between necropolis
and town. The burial of Khnummose and the
accompanying interments of the mid-18th Dynasty
enable us to reconstruct a family whose members
were engaged in gold mining, one of the main
functions of Sai as Egyptian administrative centre
during the New Kingdom. As Deputy of Kush,
 ';  )  "! ' ' (    
period of interest until the Ramesside era.
With Khnummose, one of the occupants of the
8(    ( (' ) & '  
his title it is safe to closely associate his daily
activities with the large scale magazine buildings,
well known from the southern part of the town,
but now also unearthed at SAV1 East by recent
excavations of AcrossBorders. Large cellars in this
sector of the New Kingdom town (like Feature 15)
were in use during the lifetime of Khnummose
and possibly his offspring.69 These cellars and
magazines are connected with tributes to Egypt,
possibly also with Nubian gold and with the Egyptian administration of Upper Nubia in general.
Thus, combining the respective data with prosopographical information from SAC5 represents further steps in reconstructing both daily life and
death on New Kingdom Sai, an Egyptian temple
town and administrative centre.

66

68

67

The reuse of older structures as a mode of burial is also
attested at Soleb, see SCHIFF-GIORGINI 1971, 100.
Cf. the complex phases of re-designing the superstructure
of Tomb 15 at Soleb, SCHIFF-GIORGINI ¨ª5 º5 )4 Á4

Outlook
   5    '  ' ' )
'  " )'   '  

69

As well as a – at least temporary – residence in the town
area; see BUDKA 2015a, 49.
See BUDKA 2015a, 45, table 1, for the phases of use of Feature 15 at SAV1 East.
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New Kingdom Sai. AcrossBorders’ results from
)( ; ' $ < !  "     
of the French Mission, which could rely on a much
larger set of excavated tombs with large quantities
of various materials. Most importantly, the new
work in SAC5 supports my reconstruction of the
evolution of the Egyptian town based on excavation in the city.70 During the time of Thutmose III,
Sai became an important administrative centre
that was equipped with a large Egyptian-style pyramid cemetery. Egyptian architecture and material
culture from both the town and cemetery SAC5
testify to the presence of Egyptians, but also to the
appropriation of Egyptian style though indigenous
elements. This resulted in a lifestyle during the
second half of the 18th Dynasty that is very similar,
but not completely identical to sites in Egypt proper. Evidence from Tomb 26 is also relevant for the
Ramesside history of Sai Island, together with new
)      (  "'!   $ `
West), the continued importance of the island during the 19th Dynasty can be illustrated. Sai was
  !  )' ' ' "'5 ing by the Deputy of Kush. Finally, the material
from Tomb 26 allows regional comparisons with
other Egyptian sites in Upper Nubia. New parallels to another major Egyptian site in Upper
Nubia, Soleb, can be highlighted and remarkable
matches were noted between the new tomb on Sai
and Tomb 15 at Soleb, implying either close connection between the sites or – maybe even more
likely – stressing the almost identical status of
both sites as administrative centres. In this
respect, the stone shabti of Khnummose is also
highly relevant; it falls into a homogenous group
 '! ) '   '  )'
of the Egyptian administration of Nubia, who
were buried at major sites of the mid-18th Dynasty
like Aniba, Toshka and Sai.71
The archaeological data from Tomb 26 will be
complemented in the near future by various results
 ) ''!£ ( "  " <¹ '
to match our relative datings based on ceramics
'   ) '    " "    
physical anthropology of all burials from Tomb 26

70
71

BUDKA 2015a, 51; BUDKA 2017a, 19.
See MINAULT-GOUT 2012.

( ' )   '5 ' 5  '
sex. Ancient DNA and also strontium isotope analyses72 will hopefully contribute to one of the most
pressing questions – the autochthony or allochthony of the skeletal remains from Tomb 26. With all
of these data, more information on the coexistence
of Egyptians and Nubians on the island through
the entire period of the New Kingdom will be
available.
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